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Description: How to use createProcess() from within PD scripts to run programs like on 
the command line. 
 
 
Affected Products: 
 -Pro Designer All Versions 
 
Problem: 
<Put a description of the symptoms and causes as they are known.  Steps to repeat, how to test 
and recognize that this > 
 Difficult to call and execute a program from within PD.  Quotes and slashes need 
special care. 
 
Solution: 
 
The command as it is needed on the command line  is as follows: 
C:\Program Files\Pro-face\Pro-Frame\DataConverter.exe -i  
“C:\Program Files\Pro-face\Pro-
Runtime\public\Projects\Target1\Data\Recipe\RecipeGroup1\” -o 
“C:\Outfile” -cf 
 
The “-i” is the switch for the input file, and the –o is the switch for the output file.  –cf is 
the option to create the folder if needed.  Quotes are often needed to bridge spaces in 
the file path as shown. 
 
To call the Java createProcess from within a Pro Designer Script, you would need to 
change the above string to the following: 
 
Sys.createProcess("C:\\Program Files\\Pro-face\\Pro-
Frame\\DataConverter.exe", "-i  \"C:\\Program Files\\Pro-
face\\Pro-
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Runtime\\public\\Projects\\Target1\\Data\\Recipe\\RecipeGroup1\" 
-o C:\\Outfile -cf"); 
 
Each backslash in the file path needs to be replaced with a double backslash.  This will 
ensure that the backslash does not get interpreted as something else.  (eg. \n means 
newline). 
Then notice that there are \” or literal double quotes inside the main string.  These will 
be left as quotes after sent to the command execution engine, and the path will be read 
correctly. 
 
Just a quick note which is covered in the PD Online Help:  The command must be split 
into two pieces as arguments in the call.  The first string is the command itself; the 
second is the arguments required for the command. 
 
Lastly, it is best practice, and in some cases is critical to use the extension of the 
executable since this is how it finds the file to run. 
 
It is also possible to run Batch files (*.bat) from within the createProcess call.  Normally 
this is done using the cmd.exe as the executable, and the batch file name as the 
argument. 
 
Use the /K switch as below for such situations. 
Sys.createProcess("C:\\Windows\\system32\\cmd.exe", "/K C:\\Some.bat"); 
 

 


